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About This Game

Adventuring Gentleman is a steampunk roguelite platform shooter where you can go on a number ofadventures offered by your
clubhouse members. Each adventure consists of procedurally generated floor with enemy wave sequences unique tothe chosen

adventure. Each adventure has three difficulty levels and lengths.

After beating each floor you are offered a choise from two powerups which will make you stronger, change playstyle and alter
your dashing looks.

Depending on the length of an adventure you will face up to three boss battles with varied and very nasty adversaries with
changing behaviour.
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Title: Adventuring Gentleman
Genre: Action
Developer:
Ernests Klavins
Publisher:
Ernests Klavins
Release Date: 10 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.4GHz processor or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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I threw so many books that it pushed me out of bounds and gave me an achievement.. it is a good mod for coh players
. This game is ported from a mobile version, and it shows.

The HOG scenes have been chopped off and the bottom of the scenes is missing.
So it means that at some point you will have to click at random on the bottom on the screen hoping there is something hidden
there..

The controls are also a bit clunky.

It's ok for the price, but I cannot recommend here compared to other HOGs. honestly a pr nice little game, you gotta give it to
the dev, too bad it hasnt gotten more interest but it really is quite fun. A very well made puzzle game. Easy controls. Great sound
and visuals. Mechanics of the game are easy to pick up. The first few levels are fairly easy, but the difficulty does go up fast. A
logical brain and a little patience is a must. I'm currently about a third of the way through the game and some of the levels are
really testing me, but I am enjoying the challenge. If you have a logical brain and like a mental challenge, I would recommend
this game for you. Especially if it is in a Steam sale.. Hard for me to dislike a game I got for 75% off. The "My Career" is fun
for about an hour or so. Your mileage may vary.. ***NOTE: Review based on first three sections, I got to the modelling and
realised this was too advanced for me. I will update this review when I can continue when I have a bit more basic knowledge***

I have given this a thumbs up as it really is organised and goes through the introduction to Blender well. I do find however that
this might not be for beginners such as myself. The tutorial goes through the settings and different tool quite nicely, but when
this moves on to modelling the example, he moves a bit too quickly and I think you need to be alot more familiar with 3D
modelling to fully understand what is going on and to be able to follow. This was perhaps my mistake for not understanding
what this was properly before purchase. I do aim on returning to this once I have developed my skills a bit better.. Love the art
style. Big anime fan. But that is where the game seems to run a bit short. Combat is slow and unresponsive. I had times where I
clicked my mouse to attack and nothing happen. Then jumping felt like a game of chance everytime I tried to clear one area to
the next. Music glitched out for entire first area just the sound of jumping and getting hit. Death comes quick as you only get a
few hits. By the time I reached the boss of what I think is first area. Rage mode was engaged. Lvl up's aren't explained so had no
idea if I could power up or what? Then couldn't even find a menu to try and set up controller over keyboard. For those reason
just wasn't something I could really keep trying. But the art style leads me to hope in the future they will fix these things
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Simple fun tech demo, and considering how cheap it is, worth 60 cents.. So Far this game plays well on my Dell latitude laptop
with a wired xbox controller. It is accurate to the description. I would give it a 10 for art design; a 10 for character, and a 10 for
physics within it's genre and a 10 plus for overall game crafting. I am new to gaming. This is a good game for multitaskers &
those wanting to develop fast brain, eye, hand cooridination skills such as needed in medical emergency room situations.. The
Druid face does not appear in the game collector icon, therefore you cannot fill up your profile with these hot and salty memes.
Cannot reccomend.. configuration WASD to up,left,down,right arrows is not possible :(. Nice and very good for terrain trawing
and special effects!!!. I am conflicted about this game. I played to completion (12 hours), but I'm not really sure I reccomend it.

Pros:
The story grabbed my interest and wouldn't let go

The magic system is interesting, but could use some flushing out

Music is good, but nothing terribly special

Cons:
The writing isn't very good, the lines often feel like a middle-school drama performance

The battle system more-or-less devolves into "keep CC layered on the enemy until it dies"

The world map and UI are both pretty difficult to navigate

the game switches back-and-forth between 2 parties, but all your gear (including most of your spellcasting ability) stays
equipped to the other party and is unrecoverable. certain areas become nearly impossible if you left the wrong magics equipped
to the other party

Overall I didn't hate it, but there's a *long* list of JRPGs I'd suggest you play first, and only go after this one if you've exhausted
that list. didnt get the new weapon yet, but the 2 levels are amazingly well done. A quick experience but fun nonetheless.
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